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NSVM Medical Kit

Created in the year ER 545, to replace older more out-of-date medical kits, the NSVM, or Neshaten
Shukara Volunteer Military, Medical Kit was designed to hold a variety of different items used for the
treatment of injured people. Used not only within the military, but also outside of the military in hospitals,
the kit see's plenty of use.

It was put into use in ER 550. (Before YE 00)

Appearance

The NSVM Medical Kit is a large light red bag that is fourteen inches by seven inches by eight inches. The
bag has a light blue medical seal on the flap that helps seal what's inside from any outside elements.
There are two exterior pouches on the sides, and one pouch on the front, both have flaps that can be
used to shield the inside contents but can also be used to carry non-fragile items.

The inside of the bag is separated into sections that are either numbered or named depending on the
individual for easy identification of what's in those sections. The bag has a shoulder strap so that he can
be carried by individuals.

Contents

The inside of the bag is broken up into three internal sections, with the center section wider than the two
side sections. There are two exterior pouches and one front pouch.

Inside the Bag

Section One

This particular section is located on the left hand side of the bag and contains the following items:

Medical Manual
Triage Card
Shears
Elastic Bandages
Disinfectant Tape
Water
Anti-Burn Gel Bags
One cold pack
One heat pack
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Section Two

Section Two is the center part of the bag, and the largest of the three sections, this area contains large
items.

Folded up cold resistant blankets
Medical Gloves
Masks
IV Kit
One pair of forceps
One pair of medical shears
One pair of medical clamps
One Oral Airway Kit
One irrigation syringe
Bandage Spray
Diagnostic Nanite Injector w/medical scanner
Crash Kit (w/ defibrillator, oxygen mask, sutures, no-shock drugs)
Tracheal Intubation Kit

Section Three

Section Three is the right most area of the bag, it's designed to hold the most fragile of items, thanks to
the additional bagging it has.

Hypospray
Four bags of crushed Yuka'shane powder
Four vials of Curone
Four cases, each containing eight pills, of Curone
Two large packs, eight slices each, of Yukacurone
Three vials of anti-pain medication
Spare Small Power Crystals in Hard case, for use by medical scanner and injector.
Abortifacients
Analgesics
Anti-Allergens
Anti-virals
Antibiotics
Broad Spectrum Medication
Pathogen Targeting Drugs
Regenerative Drugs
Sedatives
Stimulants
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Outside

Side pouches

The side pouches can be used for carrying small items or items that are not fragile; this includes water,
but can also include other items depending on the needs of the individual.

Front Pouch

The front pouch is large enough to carry bigger items, most NSVM Medical Kits will have a Neshaten Light
Vision Goggles, for civilians it'll be the 744-C and for the military it'll be the 744-MP.
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